The former Boeing Rocketdyne Propulsion and Power (RPP) business has been acquired by United Technologies Corporation and incorporated into Pratt & Whitney Rocketdyne, Inc. (P&WR). Suppliers receiving Requests for Quotations, Requests for Proposals or Purchase Contracts from P&WR have been directed to The Boeing Company Integrated Defense Systems (IDS) Common Terms and Conditions web site. Except for the changes indicated below, the Boeing IDS terms and conditions have been incorporated in and will apply to such Requests for Quotations, Requests for Proposal and Purchase Contracts until further notice.

The Boeing terms and conditions are changed as follows:
1. The Financial Data clause is deleted (Reference: IDS common clause H900)
2. The Code of Conduct clause is deleted (Reference: The Boeing Company General Provisions GP1, GP2, GP3, GP4 and GP6)
3. The Ethical Business Conduct clause is deleted (Reference: IDS common clause H900)
4. In the Foreign Content Reporting clause, The Boeing Company means P&WR (Reference: IDS common clause H900)

The P&WR Transportation Routing Guide may be found at https://www2.pratt-whitney.com/procurement/routing/docs/srimain.html